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1. Introduction 
Let F be a set of f points in a finite projective geometry PG(t, q) of t 
dimensions where t 2 2, f 3 1 and q is a prime power. If (a) IF n HI 3 m for any 
hyperplane H in PG(t, q) and (b) IF fl H( = m for some hyperplane H in 
PG(t, q), then F is said to be an {f, m; t, q}-min - hyper (or an {f, m; t, q}- 
minihyper) where m 30 and IAl denotes the number of points in the set A. The 
concept of a min . hyper (called a minihyper) has been introduced by Hamada 
and Tamari [22]. In the special case t = 2, an {f, m; 2, q}-min . hyper F is called 
an m-blocking set if F contains no l-flat in PG(2, q). 
Let E(f, q) be the set of all ordered sets (E”, cl, . . . , (;;-J of integers E, such 
that 0~ E, sq - 1 ((u = 0, 1, . . . , t - 1) and (E,, c2, . . . , .c-,)f(O, 0, . . . , 0). 
Let U(t, q) be the set of all ordered sets (E, hl, p2, . . . , ph) of integers E, h and 
pi such that Oazzsq-1, l<h<((t-l)(q-l), 16~,~~~~...~~~~t--l 
and OSn,(p)Sq-1 for l=l,2 ,...., I - 1 where n&~u> denotes the number of 
integers pi in p = (p,, pz, . . . , ph) such that pi = 1 fo; the given integer 1. Note 
that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set E(t, q) and the set 
U(t, q) as follows: 
c = &(I, %(& = 81, fi2(&4 = E2, . . . r h-,(P) = G-1 (1.1) 
where p = h p2, . . . , ph) and CZd, I, = h. For example, (2,4,0,2) in E(4,5) 
corresponds to (2,1,1,1,1,3,3) in U(4, 5). In what follows, we shall use an 
orderd set in either E(t, q) or U(t, q) as occasion demands. 
Let Vfn; q) be an n-dimensional vector space consisting of row vectors over a 
Galois field GF(q) of order q where fz is a positive integer. A ~-dimensiona 
subspace C of V(n; q) is said to be an (n, k, d; q)-code (or a q-ary linear code 
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with length 12, dimension k, and minimum distance d) if the minimum 
(Hamming) distance of the code C is equal to d where n > k 3 3 and d 2 1 (cf. 
Blake and Mullin [3] and MacWilliams and Sloane [29]). 
It is well known (cf. Griesmer [ll] and Solomon and Stiffler [30]) that if there 
exists an (n, k, d; q)-code for given integers k, d and q, then 
(1.2) 
where ]_x] denotes the smallest integer 2~. In what follows, we shall confine 
ourself to the case k 2 3 and 1 <d G qk-’ - q. In this case, d can be expressed as 
follows: 
d = qk-’ - 1s: &,qn (or d = qk-’ - (E + ($ 4!“)) I (1.3) 
using some ordered set (Ed, .sl, . . . , E&-2) in E(k - 1, q) (or some ordered set 
(e, Pl> P2,. . . , ,q,) in U(k - 1, q), resp.) and the Griesmer bound (1.2) can be 
expressed as follows: 
k-2 
nsvk- 2 &um+l orn?=uk- E+ 
Or=0 c 
where U/ = (ql - l)/(q - 1) for any integer I a 0. 
Recently, Hamada [12, 161 showed that in 
ck6_20 Enqa (or d = qk-’ - (E + cf=, q”)), there 
2 1) V wc,+l ’ (1.4) 
the case k 3 3 and d = qk-’ - 
is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the set of all (n, k, d; q)-codes meeting the Griesmer bound (1.4) and 
the set of all {ck::, E,‘II,+~# c”&=: E&J,; k - 1, q}-min . hypers (or the set of all 
{CL 1 V~,+~ + E, Cf==, up,; t, q}-min . hypers, resp.) if we introduce an equivalence 
relation between two (n, k, d; q)-codes as Definition 2.1 in Hamada [16] (cf. 
Theorem 3.11, Remark 3.3 and Example 3.1 in Section 3). Hence in order to 
obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for integers k, d and q that there exists 
an (n, k, d; q)-code meeting the Griesmer bound (1.2) in the case 1 d d c 
4 k-1 - q and to characterize all (n, k, d; q)-codes meeting the Griesmer bound 
(1.2) in the case 16dSqk-‘- q, it is sufficient to solve the following problem 
with respect to a min . hyper. The purpose of this paper is to survey recent works 
with respect to the following problem. 
Problem A. (1) Find a necessary and sufficient condition for an ordered set 
(c0, El, . . . , E,_J in E(t, q) (or an ordered set (E, P,, p2, . . . , ,LQ) in U(t, q)) 
that there exists a 
f-l r-1 
C E,V a+l, 2 .s,V,; t, q -min 
a=0 a=0 1 
. hyper 
h 
uW,+l + E, c "&; t, q 
i=l 
. 
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(2) Characterize all 
I 
f-l t-1 
c ELYV a+lt c E,TJ,; t, q -min. hypers 
rU=O a=0 I 
h 
x or all 
( I 
c v~,+~ + E, i up,; t, q 
i=l i=l 
in the case where there exist such min . hypers. 
Example 1.1. Let F be a p-flat in PG(t, q) where 1 s ,r~ ct. Then (FI = (ql(+’ - 
l)/(q - 1) = v&I+1 and IFnH(=v, or v,,, for any hyperplane H in PG(t, q) 
according as F # H or F c H. Hence F is a {v~+,, v,, ; t, q)-min . hyper if F is a 
p-flat in PG(t, q). T amari [31, 331 showed that the converse holds, i.e. if F is a 
{v V+,r vr; t, q}-min . hyper, then F is a k-flat in PG(t, q). Hence in the special 
case EO=.s,=*. . = EIL_, = 0, Ep = 1, EM+, = . . a=~,_,=0 (or E=O, h=l and 
p, = ,u), F is a {v~,,,, up; t, q}-min . h yper if and only if F is a p-flat in PG(t, q). 
Example 1.2. In the case t ~2, q 2 3, E = 0 and h = 2, it is shown by Hamada 
[12, 131 that (1) in the case p, +,uZ>f, there is no {v,,,, + r~,~~+~, v,,, + v,,~;c, q}- 
min. hyper and (2) in the case ,u, + p2st - 1, F is a {v,,,, + vVZ+,, v,,, + 
V p2; t, q}-min . hyper if and only if F is a union of a p,-flat and a p2-flat in 
PG(t, q) which are mutually disjoint where 1 s CL, s pZ < t. 
2. Construction of several min - hypers 
Let F be a set of E() O-flats, E, l-flats, . . . , E,_, (t - 1)-flats in PG(t, q) which are 
mutually disjoint where (E(,, E,, . . . , E,-,) E E(t, q). Then IF1 = c:Z!,, E,v~+,, 
IF fI HI > Cz, E,V, for any hyperplane H in PG(t, q) and the equality holds for 
some hyperplane H in PG(t, q). Hence F is a {cl,& E,v,+,, cri, E,v,; t, q}- 
min . hyper (cf. Hamada [16]). 
Let F be a set of E points, a p,-flats, a ,u2-flat, . . . , a ,&,-flat in PG(t, q) which 
are mutually disjoint where (E, p,, ,u2, . , . , p,,) E U(t, 9). Then F is a 
{C?=, ‘u/l,+, + E, Cf=, vn; t, q}-min . hyper. Hence we have the following 
Theorem 2.1. Let &YE,,, E,, . , E,_,,t,q)ffl ad &/(E, ,!A,, &, . . . , p,,;t,q)ffl 
for given ordered sets (EC,, E, , . . . , G-I) in E(t, 4) and (6 Pi, P2, . . , ph) in 
U(t, q), respectively, where zE(e,,, E,, . , E,_,; I, q) denotes a family of a/l 
unions of E,, o-flats, E, l-fluts, . . . ) E,_, (t - l)-flats in PG(t, q) which are mutually 
disjoint and Z”(E, pl, p2, . . . , ph; t, q) denotes a family of all unions of e points, 
a p,-flat, a p2-flat, . . , u ph-flat in PG(t, q) which are mutually disjoint. 
(1) If F E &(Eo, &I, . . . t E,_,; t, q), then F is a {c:L,, E,v,+ ,, cl,-, E,v,; t, 
q}-min . hyper. 
(2) If F E &A&, c1,, ,u2, . . . , A; 6 q), thenf is a {%, vlr,+, + E, c?=‘=, vr,; t, q}- 
min . hyper. 
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Remark 2.1. If there exists a relation between a set (E”, E,, . . . , E,_,) in E(t, q) 
and a set (E, pl, p2, . . . , PA in Wt, q) as (1.11, then &(G, F~, , . . , E,-~; t, q) = 
$I(&, pl, h, . . . , ph; t, q>. 
Remark 2.2. It is known (cf. Hamada and Tamari [24] for example) that (1) in 
the case h = 1, &(E, pl; t, q) f 0 f or any (E, cl,) in U(t, q) and (2) in the case 
h 22, &J(E, Pl, Pz, . . ’ > ~h;f,q)#Oifandonlyiffl~_,+~,St-l. 
Problem B. Find a necessary and sufficient condition for an ordered set 
(&Cl, El, . . . > 5-d in EC6 4) ( or an ordered set (E, pl, ,u2, . . . , ph) in U(t, q) that 
the converse of (1) (or (2)) in Theorem 2.1 holds, i.e. FE SE(e, Ed, . . . , E,_~; 
t7 4) for any {C’,:,, E,v,+~, Cl,--_‘, E,u,; t, q)-min . hyper F (or F E 
&,(r, ,ul, p2, . . . , phi t, q) for any {c?==, uw,+] + 6 cf==, up,; t, qbin. hYper F, 
resp.). 
Let V be a e-flat in PG(t, q) where 2 d 0 =S t. A set S of m points in V is said to 
be an m-arc in V if no 0 + 1 points in S are linearly dependent where m 3 13 + 1. 
In the special case 13 = t, S is said to be an m-arc in PG(t, q). For convenience 
sake, a set S of 0 points in the &flat V is said to be a &arc in V if 0 points in S 
are linearly independent. Let lJ(e, E; t, q) denote a family of all sets V \S of a 
o-flat V in PG(t, q) and a (q + 8 - &)-arc S in V where 2 6 8 d t and 0 =S E <q. 
Let 9x6, 5‘; E, xl, 6 . . . , z/; t, q) denote a family of all sets (V \S) U A U B 
of a set V\S in U(e, c; t, q), a set A of 5 points in PG(t, q) and a set B in 
MO, Jdl, X2? ’ . . ? n,; t, q) such that V rTA = 0, (V\S) fl B = 0 and A ~3 B = 0 
where either (a) I = 0, 2 <@St-l, &-c=O, EzO and f+gcq or (b) l~ls 
(t-2)(q-i), 2~ean,, CSO, EsO, [+c<q and (O,JC~,JG~ ,..., Z!)E 
U(t, q). Note that &,(O, nl, n2, . . , n,; t, q) = 0 in the case I = 0 and A = 0 in 
the case 6 = 0. The following theorem due to Hamada [16] gives another method 
of construction of a min . hyper. 
Theorem 2.2. Let U(e, E; t, q) f 0 and n(e, 5;; & n,, 7c2, . . . , T; 6 q) f 0 for 
given integers. 
(1) If FEU(& ~;t, q), then F is a {CES: (q-l)v,+, + E, .ZEI: (q- l)v,; 
t, q}-min . hyper. 
(2) If FEm(~,5;;5,~,,~2,..., x/;t, q), then F is a {CzZ:(q-l)v,+,+ 
Ef=, Vn,+l + < + E, C:Z: (q - l)v, + Cf=, v,,; t, q}-min . hyper. 
Helleseth [25] characterized all (n, k, d; q)-codes meeting the Griesmer bound 
for the case k 2 3, q = 2 and 1 s d < 2k-1. In terms of a min . hyper, the result of 
Helleseth can be expressed as follows. 
Theorem 2.3. Let (E, p,, ,u2, . . . , pn) be an ordered set in U(t, 2) and let 
h f = Cizl v,,, + E and m = C:==, vP, where vI = 2’ - 1 for any integer 120. 
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(1) In the case h = 1, F is a {v~,+~ + E, v r,; t, 2}-min . hyper if and only if 
FE &I(&, ul; t, 2). 
(2) In the case h 3 2, ,uh_l +u/, at - 1 and (uI, ,uJ #(l, 2) F is an 
{f, m; t, 2}-min . hyper if and only if F E zo(e, uI, u2, . . . , ph; t, 2). 
(3) In the case h 22, ph.-1 + uLh > t - 1 and (,uI, y2) f (1, 2), there is no 
{f, m; t, 2}-min . hyper. 
(4) In the case t 2 3, (u,, y,, . . . , ph) = (1, 2, . . . , h) and t/2 -=c h G t - 1 (i.e. 
uh_I + u#, > t - l), F is an {f, m; t, 2}-min * hyper if and onfy if F E B(h + 
1, E; t, 2) where B(h + 1, 0; t, 2) = U(h + 1, 0; t, 2) and B(h + 1, 1; t, 2) = 
U(h + 1, 1; t, 2) U 9JI(h + 1, 0; 1; t, 2). 
(5) In the case tS4, (uI,u2,. . .,p,+)=(l,&. . . ,h) and 2<h<t/2 (i.e. 
uh_l + ur, c t - l), F is an {f, m; t, 2}-min . hyper if and only if either 
F E Me, 1,2, . . . , h;t,2) or FEB(h+l,e;t,2) or FE~JI(Z, c;g,l,l+ 
1 . . 1 h ; t, 2) for some integer I in (2, 3, . . . , h} and some nonnegative 
integers 5; and E such that f + 5 = E. 
(6) In the case h 2 8, (pl, u2, . . . , p+,) = (1, 2, . . . , 0 - l), pe > 8 and 
uh__l + uh s t - 1 for some integer 8 3 3, F is an {f, m; t, 2}-min . hyper if 
and only if either F E &(E, u,, u2, . . . , ,uh; t, 2) or F E B(1, 5‘; 5, uI, 
u/cl, . . . J ph; t, 2) for some integer 1 in (2, 3, . . . , e} and some 
nonnegative integers 5; and 5 such that < + 5 = F. 
(7) In the case hz= 8, (ul, ,u2,. . . , p+i)=(l, 2,. . . , e-l), ,u@ >8 and 
uh-_l + uh > t - 1 for some integer 8 2 3, there is no {f, m; t, 2}-min . hyper. 
Remark 2.3. Theorem 2.3 shows that in the case q = 2, there is no {f, m; t, 2}- 
min. hyper except for {f, m; t, 2}-min - hypers given by Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 
where f and m are integers given in Theorem 2.3. 
3. Characterization of certain min - hypers 
In what follows, we shall survey recent works with respect to a characterisation 
of a C% uPZcl + E, Cf==, vP,; t, q}-min . hyper where t 22, qa3 and 
(6 pl, c12,. . . r phh) E u(tr 4). 
Theorem 3.1 (Tamari [33]). Let E and u be any integers such that E E (0, l} and 
l<p<t. Then F is a {v,,,~ + E, vP ; t, q}-min . hyper if and only if F E 
&(e, u; t, q). 
Theorem 3.2 (Hamada and Deza [21]). Let E and u be any integers such that 
Osesq-landlCu<t. 
(1) ZnthecaseOce<fi, Fisa{v,+, i- E, uP ; t, q}-min - hyper if and only if 
FE Me, u; t, q). 
(2) In the case E 2 fi and q =p2r for a prime p and a positive integer r, 
there exists at least one {v2 + E, v 1; t, q}-min . hyper F such that F $ 
&/(e, 1; t, 9). 
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Remark 3.1. Let F be a square-root subplane (called a Baer subplane) in 
PG(2, q) where q =p2r (cf. p. 81 in Hughes and Piper [28]). Then (F( = 
q+fi+l, lC(FnHIGfi+lforanyl-flatHinPG(2,q)andIFnHJ=lfor 
some l-flat H in PG(2, q). Hence F is a {v2 + G, 1; 2, q}-min . hyper which 
contains no l-flat in PG(2, q). 
Theorem 3.3 (Hamada [12]). Let (E, ,u~, /,J~, . . . , ,uh) be any ordered set in 
U(t,q)such thatEE{O, l}, 2Sh<tand lCpI<pz<...<p,,<t. 
(1) 
(2) 
In the case ph--l+pFlhdt-l, F is a {Clf=lv,+l+~,C~=,v,;t,q}- 
min * hyper if and only if F E zo( E, pl, p2, . . . , ph ; t, q). 
In the case ph-_l +ph>tt there is no {CF==, VP,+, + I, II:==, VP,; t, q}- 
min * hyper F. 
In what follows, zU(~, ,M~, ,u~, . . . , ph; t, q) will be denoted by 
A, ; t, q) where 11 = h + E, dj = 0 (i = 1, 2, . . . , E) and IZE+j = pj 
h). 
Corollary 3.1. Let (Y and p be any integers such that 0 s (Y < p < t. 
XL A,, . . . , 
(j = 1, 2, . . . ) 
(1) In the case t 2 a~ + p + 1, F is a {v,+, + vO+l, v, + vD; t, q}-min * hyper if 
and only if F E $(a; p; t, q). 
(2) In the case t c (Y + p, there is no {v,+~ + v~+~, v, + vp; t, q}-min . hyper F. 
Corollary 3.2. Let LY, p and y be any integers such that 0 s cx < p < y < t. 
(1) 
(2) 
In the case t SB + y + 1, F is a {v,,~ + v~+~ + v~+~, v, + vB + I+,; t, q}- 
min * hyper if and only if F E $(a; /3, y; t, q). 
In the case t c p + y, there is no {v,,~ + vp+I + vy+,, v, + v, + v,,; t, q}- 
min * hyper. 
The following proposition due to Hamada [16] plays an important role in 
solving Problems A and B. 
Proposition 3.1 (Hamada [16]). Let (0, A,, A,, . . . , Ah) be an ordered set in 
U(t, q) such that h a 2 and jlh__l + &, G t - 1 and let 1 be a positive integer such that 
A,+lSt-1. If F*E~(&, AZ,. . . , ahit, q) for any {~f==lvA,+l, cf=l=, v~,;t, q}- 
min . hyper F*, then (1) in the case 1 S I< (t - jlh__l - &)/2, F E z(h, -t 1, A2 -t 
I , . . . , Ah + I; t, q) for any {Cf=, v~,+/+~, CF==, v,.,+/; t, q}-min * hyper F and (2) in 
the case 13 (t - A,_, - &J/2, there is no {C$‘=, v~,+[+~, Xi=, VA,+{; t, q}- 
min * hyper F. 
Corollary 3.3. If F* E 3(1, 1; t, q) f or any {2v,, 22.~~; t, q}-min * hyper F*, then 
(1) in the cuse t 32,u + 12.5, FE Z(p, P; t, q) for any {2vP+l, 2v,; t, q)- 
min.hyperFand(2)inthecase3~p+l~t~2p, thereisno{2v,+,,2v,;t,q}- 
min . hyper F. 
Theorem 3.6 (Hamada [ 131). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
In the case t = 2 and q = 3, F is a {2v2 + vl, 2v, + v,; 2,3}-min . hyper if 
and only if F E LT(2, 1; 2, 3). 
In the case t 2 3 and q = 3, F is a (2~ + vl, 2v, + v,; t, 3}-min . hyper if 
and only if either F E $(O, 1, 1; t, 3) or F E U(2, 1; t, 3). 
In the case t = 2 and q 2 4, there is no {2v2 + vl, 2v, + v,; 2, q}-min . hyper 
F. 
In the case t 23 and q 24, F is a {2v2+ vl, 2vl + v,; t, q}-min . hyper if 
and only if F E z(O, 1, 1; t, q). 
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Corollary 3.4. If F* E $(l, 1, 1; t, q) for any {3v,, 3v,; t, q}-min * hyper F*, then 
(1) in the cuse t*2u+l15, F E 3(u> u, u; t, q) for any {3q,+1, 3~; t, ql- 
min . hyper F and (2) in the case 3 6 ,u + 16 t s 2u, there is no {3vp+,, 3v,; t, q}- 
min * hyper F where q 3 4. 
Corollary 3.5. Let y be an integer such that 2 c y < t. If F* E z(l, 1, y; t, q) for 
any {v~+~ + 2v2, vy + 2v,; t, q}-min . hyper F*, then (1) in the case 1 s 1 <(t - 
I- y)/2, F E S(l+ 1, 1+ 1, 1 + Y; 6 4) for any {~,,+t+~ + 2~,+~, vY+/ + 2vt+,; t, q}- 
min . hyper F and (2) in the case 1 z= (t - 1 - y)/2, there is no {vY+,+, + 
2v I+27 vy+[ + 211r+~; t, q}-min . hyper F. 
Theroem 3.4 (Hamada [13]). 
(1) In the case t 2 3, F is a {2v2, 2v,; t, q}-min . hyper if and only if 
F E X1, 1; t, q). 
(2) In the case t = 2, there is no {2v2, 2v,; t, q}-min . hyper F. 
Theorem 3.5 (Hamada [13]). 
(1) In the case t >2p+1>3, Fisa {2v,,+,, 2v, ; t, q}-min . hyper if and only if 
FE 3(u, u; t, q). 
(2) In the case t c 2u, there is no {2v,+,, 2v, ; t, q}-min * hyper F. 
Theorem 3.7 (Hamada [14]). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
In the case tS2 and q=3, Fis a {v2+2v,,v1+2v0;t,3}-min.hyper if 
and only if either F E s(O, 0, 1; t, 3) or F = {(Y,), (Y(, + Y,), (2~” + 
VI), (y2)t (VI + y2), (CY” + 2y1 + 41 f or some integer c in { 1, 2) and some 
noncollinear points (Y,J, (Ye) and (y2) in PG(t, 3). 
In the case t 2 2 and q = 4, F is a { v2 + 2v,, v, + 2~; t, 4}-min . hyper if 
and only if either FE 3(0,0, 1; t, 4) or F = {(Y” + Y,), ((YY~, + Y,), (LY~Y~ + 
YJ, (IJ*), (cyO + Y1 + y2), (c(u’Y, + ayl + y2), (c(uv, + 02y1 + y2)} for some 
element c in { 1, (Y, CY’} and some noncollinear points (Y”), (YJ and (Ye) in 
PG(t, 4) where (Y is a primitive element in GF(22). 
In the case ta2 and 425, F is a {v2+2v,, v,+2v,;t,q}-min.hyper if 
and only if F E z(O, 0, 1; t, q). 
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Theorem 3.8 (Hamada [14,15] and Hamada and Deza [20]). Let a, /I and y be 
any integers such that either 0 s (Y = p<y<torOca<P=y<twherets2and 
q 25. 
(1) In the cuse t a/3 + y + 1, F is a {v,,, + vBcl + v,,+~, v, + vp + vu; t, q}- 
min . hyper if and only if F E ~(cx, p, y; t, q). 
(2) In the case t s /3 + y, there is no {v,+, + ve+, + vy+,, v, + vt, + vu; t, q}- 
min - hyper F. 
Theorem 3.9 (Hamada [14, 171). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
In the case q 2 5, there is no (22~~ + 2v,, 2v, + 2v,; 2, q}-min . hyper. 
In the case q = 3, F is a (2~ + 2v,, 2v, + 2~; 2, 3}-min . hyper if and only 
if F E U(2, 2; 2, 3) where v0 = 0, v, = 1 and v2 = 4. 
In the case q = 4, F is a (22~~ + 2v,, 2v, + 2~; 2,4}-min-hyper if and only if 
there exist some noncollinear points (Y”), (Y,) and (YJ in PG(2, 4) such that 
either (a), (b) or (c) us follows: 
(a) F=L”UL,U{( cove + JJ1+ yz), (c,yo + ay1+ y*), (c*yo + (Y2y, + y2)) 
for some elements co, c, and c2 in (0, 1, IX, CY’}. 
(b) F = Lo U {(Q (v, + y2), (cyo + ~1 + y2), (cvo + my, + JJZ), (c&v, + 
ml + v2), (no + a2vl + v2), (c(u”v, + a%, + v2)} for some element c 
in (1, a, a’}. 
(c) F = (Lo \ {(v,)]) U (L, \ ((~2)) U (M2 \ {(cy, + ~2))) U {(cay, + ~2)) 
(ca’v, + v2)} for some element c in (1, my, a’}. 
Where v. = 0, v, = 1, v2 = 5, Lo = (Ye,) 69 (Y,), L, = (yo) @ (Ye), M2 = 
(yo) @ (CY, + y2) and (w,) @ (w2) denotes a l-flat in PG(2, 4) passing 
through two points (0,) and (w2) in PG(2, 4) and LX is a primitive element in 
GF(22) such that a2 = LY + 1 and a3 = 1. 
Theorem 3.10 (Hamada and Deza [18, 191). Let (Y and /3 be any integers such that 
O~cu<p<twheret~2andq~5. 
(1) In the case t 2 2/S + 1, F is a {2v,+, + 2vg+,, 2v, + 27~~; t, q}-min . hyper if 
and only if F E Z((Y, (Y, p, f?; t, q). 
(2) In the case t c 2p, there is no {~IJ,,, + 2vs+,, 2v, + 2~~; t, q}-min * hyper 
F. 
Remark 3.2. It is conjectured by Hamada (cf. Remark 4.1 in [16]) that in the 
casets3, 423, E=O, hs2andp,z2, “thereisno{C~~,~~,+,,C~~,v~,;t,q}- 
min . hyper” or “F is a {C?=, v,,,,, Cf=, vu,; t, q}-min . hyper if and only if 
FE $(u,, u2, . . . , ph; t, 4)” according as ph-, + ,u,, 2 t or pcLh-, + ,u,, c t - 1. 
Let W(k; q) be a k-dimensional vector space over GF(q) consisting of column 
vectors. Then every point in a finite projective geometry PG(k - 1, q) may be 
represented by (_c) using some nonzero vector _c in W(k; q) where (c,) = (-cJ 
when and only when there exists some nonzero element o of GF(q) such that 
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_c2 = m,. Hamada [16] showed that there is the following connection between a 
min . hyper and an anticode. 
Theorem 3.11. Let k and q be any integer 23 and any prime power, respectively, 
and letfand m besome integerssuch that OCm<f 6vk. Let c,(l=l, 2,. . . ,f) 
be f nonzero vectors in W(k; q) such that any two vectors in (_e,, _ez, . . . , Q) are 
linearly independent. Then {(el), (_e2), . . . , (_ef)} is an {f, m; k - 1, q}- 
min . hyper in PG(k - 1, q) if and only if [e,, _e2 . . . Q] is a k x f generator matrix 
of a q-ary anticode with length f andomaximum distance f - m. 
Remark 3.3. It is well known (cf. Ch. 17 Section 6 in MacWilliams and Sloane 
[29]) that in the case ka3 and d =qk-’ - E&“,E,v,+~ (or d =qk-’ -(E + 
CF==, qP’)), there is a one-to-one correspence between the set of all (n, k, d; q)- 
codes meeting the Griesmer bound (1.4) and the set of all q-ary anticodes, 
generated by a k x f matrix whose any two column vectors are linearly 
independent over GF(q), with length f and maximum distance f - m if we 
introduce some equivalence relation between two codes where f = C”,:“, E,v,+~ 
and m = C&f, E,V, (or f = E + Cf=, vP8+l and m = Cf==, vJ. Hence Theorem 3.11 
shows that in the case ka3 and d =qk-’ - c&“,eaqa (ord =qk-’ -(E+ 
CF==, qPf)), there is a one-to-one corresondence between the set of all (n, k, d; q)- 
codes meeting the Griesmer bound (1.4) and the set of all 
cc:=‘, E,V,+1, c”,=:, G.v,; k - 1, q}-min . hypers (or the set of all {E + 
c;= 1 Vpz+I, Cf=l up,; k - 1, q}-min . hypers, resp.) if we introduce some equiv- 
alence relation between two (n, k, d; q)-codes. 
Finally, we shall give the following example in order to show a connection 
between a {CT=‘=, vl ,+i + E, C;=;, z+; k - 1, q}-min . hyper and an (n, k, d; q)-code 
meeting the Griesmer bound in the case d = qkP1 - (E + CF==, qP’) where 
(c, Pl, Pz, . . . ? P/J E W - 1, q) and n = vk - (E + c,“_, v,,+,) (cf. Theorem 5.2 
and Example 5.1 in Hamada [ 161 in detail). 
Example 3.1. Consider the case k = 3, d = 4 and q = 3. In this case, h = 1, E = 2, 
,n, = 1 and vj = (3’ - 1)/(3 - 1) = 13. Let _cj (i = 1, 2, . . . , 13) be 13 vectors given 
by 
-cl -c2 c3 -c4 cs Gi c7 -c8 -c9 Cl0 -cl1 -cl2 -cl3 
0000111111111 
0111000111222 
1 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2. 
Then any two vectors in (cl, _c2, . . . , _c13) are linearly independent over GF(3). 
Hence 13 points in PG(2,3) can be expressed by (cl), (~2)~ . . . , (_cd. Let 
F = {(c,), (_cZ), (-c~), (_c4), (c5), (_cJ}, G* = [rl -c2. . . ~1 and G = [G-I CX. . _cd 
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Let C* be a subspace in V(6; 3) generated by 3 row vectors of G* and let C be a 
subspace in V(7; 3) generated by 3 row vectors of G where V(n; 3) denotes an 
n-dimensional vector space consisting of row vectors over GF(3). Then it is easy 
to see that F is a (6,l; 2,3}-min. hyper such that FE z(O, 0, 1; 2, 3) (i.e. F is a 
set of a l-flat {(_ci), (_cZ), (_cj), (_cJ) and t wo O-flats (_cs) and (_cg) in PG(2,3) which 
are mutually disjoint) and C* is a 3-ary anticode with length 6 and maximum 
distance 5 and C is a (7,3,4; 3)-code meeting the Griesmer bound. In this case, C 
is said to be a (7,3,4; 3)-code constructed by using l-flat {(cl), (GJ, (GJ, (cd)} 
and two O-flats (_cs) and (cc) in PG(2,3). 
4. A connection between a min - hyper and a linear programming derived from 
a BIB design 
It is well known that there are u,+i points and u,+, hyperplanes in PG(t, q) 
where t~,+r = (qt+’ - l)/(q - 1). After numbering u,,, hyperplanes and u,+r 
points in PG(t, q) respectively in some way, let us denote v,+i hyperplanes and 
v,+i points in PG(t, q) by II, (i = 1, 2, . . . , u,,,) and Qj (i = 1, 2, . . . , ZJ~+,), 
respectively, and let N = (n,) where njj = 1 or 0 according to whether or not the 
jth point Qj in PG(t, q) is contained in the ith hyperplane Iii in PG(t, q). Then N 
is the incidence matrix of a BIB design (denoted by PG(t, q):t - 1) with 
parameters (ur+i, uI+l, ut, ul, u,_i). Consider the following integral linear pro- 
gramming derived from the BIB design PG(t, q) : t - 1. 
Problem C. Find a vector (yi, yz, . . . , yu,+,) of integers Yj (i = 1, 2, . . , V,+I) 
that minimize the summation c,Y~+i Yj subject to the following inequalities: 
O=SYj<O (j=1,2,...,u,+J (4. I) 
u,+I 
c fljjyj>-m (i=1,2,. . .) lJ,+l) 
j=l 
for given integers t, co, m and q where t 2 2, o 3 1, m 3 0 and u,,, = (q’+’ - 
l)l(q - 1). 
It is known that if there exist nonnegative integes yj (i = 1, 2, . . , II,,,) which 
satisfy conditions (4.1) and (4.2) for given integers t, w, q and m = C’&i, E,v,, 
then 
U,+1 1-l 
F, Yj 3 2, E~v~+l~ (4.3) 
where OS&,<q-1 for cu=1,2,..., t - 1. Hence we shall consider the 
following 
Problem D. (1) Find a necessary and sufficient condition for an integer w and an 
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ordered set (Em, Ed, . . . , E,-~) in E(t, q) that there exists a Vector 
(Yl, Y2r . . . J yv,+,) of integers yj which satisfy the following conditions: 
O<Yj<-o (j=1,2,. . .) v,+J, (4.4) 
&+I f-1 
C Yj = zO E,V,+I, (4.5) 
j=l 
u,+1 I-1 
zl nijyj 3 F, Emu, (i = 1, 2, . . . > UC+\)- (4.6) 
(2) Find all vectors (y,, y2, . . . , y”,,,) which satisfy conditions (4.4), (4.5) and 
(4.6) in the case where there exists such a vector for given integers. 
Definition 4.1. Let F be a set of points in PG(t, q) and let w be a mapping of F 
into z+ where t 3 2 and z+ denotes the set of all positive integers. Let 4 be the 
set of all hyperplanes in PG(t, q). If F and w satisfy the following condition: 
c w(P)=fandmin( c w(p)~H~@)=m (4.7) 
PEF PtFnH 
for given integers f > 1 and m > 0, then (F, w) is said to be an {f, m ; t, q}- 
min. hyper. In the special case w(P) = 1 for any point P in F, a min . hyper 
(F, w) is denoted simply by F. 
Remark 4.1. In the special case w(P) = 1 for any point P in F, condition (4.7) 
can be expressed as follows: 
IFI =f and min{]F fl H] 1 H E 4) = m. (4.8) 
Hence a min . hyper F in Sections 1-3 is a min . hyper (F, w) such that w(P) = 1 
for any point P in F. 
Theorem 4.1 (Hamada [12]). Let ‘B,(t, o, _E, q) be the set of all vectors 
(y,, y,, . . , y,,,,) of integers yj which satisfy conditions (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) and 
let %?F(t, w, g, q) be the set of d {cl,& E,v,+I, Et,:, E,v,; t, q}-min . hypers 
(F, w) such that 1 d w(P) G w for any point P in F where t 2 2, w 2 1, 
OCe,Sq-1 (a=O, 1,. . . ,t-1) and _E=(E,,, El,. . . , E,_,). Then there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between the set ‘%,(t, w, _E, q) and the set ‘B,(t, w, _E, q) 
in the case _E # 0. 
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